Those Old Animals
Coaster Set
Designed by Sue Harvey

Project Specifications

Cutting Chart for the Set

Coaster Size: 4 1/2" x 4 1/2"
Block Size: 4" x 4"
Number of Blocks: 4

1. Cut four squares each backing and
batting 5" x 5".
2. Cut eight strips black solid 3/4" x
4 1/2" for borders.
3. Cut eight strips black solid 3/4" x 5"
for borders.

Materials for the Set
Fat quarter neutral taupe plaid for
background
Scraps several plaids in assorted
colors
Scraps 6 green plaids
Scraps 6 blue plaids
Fat quarter black solid for backing and
borders
10" x 10" square batting
1 spool each cream and black allpurpose thread
Basic sewing supplies and tools

Instructions
1. Follow General Instructions for
Pieced Coasters to complete
this set.
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Birds in the Air Units
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Join triangles to make units

Birds in the Air Template
Cutting Chart

A—Cut 6 background & 10
assorted plaids
E—Cut 1 background
Birds in the Air Coaster

Birds in the Air

Placement Diagram
4 1/2" x 4 1/2"

Block Piecing Diagram
Lay out pieces to complete 1 Birds in the Air block.
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Wild Goose Chase Units
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Piece quarters as shown.
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Wild Goose Chase
Template Cutting Chart
Wild Goose Chase Coaster
Placement Diagram
4 1/2" x 4 1/2"

A—Cut 16 background
D—Cut 8 assorted plaids
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Wild Goose Chase
Block Piecing Diagram
Lay out pieces to complete 1 Wild
Goose Chase block.
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Fox & Geese Units
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Piece quarters of block as shown.
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Fox & Geese Template
Cutting Chart
Placement Diagram
4 1/2" x 4 1/2"

Snail’s Trail Template
Cutting Chart

Snail’s Trail Coaster

A—Cut 3 each assorted
green & blue plaids
& 6 background
F—Cut 1 each green &
blue plaids & 2
background
G—Cut 2 each assorted
green & blue plaids
I — Cut 2 background

Placement Diagram
4 1/2" x 4 1/2"

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
The coaster sets are divided into four
coasters per set. In the set are four
different designs. Construction
methods vary—machine appliqué,
hand appliqué, pieced (either
by machine or by hand) and
paper-pieced. Rather than repeat
basic construction instructions for
each set, the following general instructions are given. Refer back to
this section as you create your
coaster sets.
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Snail’s Trail
Snail’s Trail Units
Piece units, placing green pieces on one
side and blue on other side as shown.

on one side. Turn right side out;
hand-stitch opening closed.
4. Bond fusible transfer web to wrong
side of fabric scraps to be used for
appliqué following manufacturer’s
instructions.
5. Make a paper or plastic pattern for
each piece to be appliquéd using
pattern pieces given with pattern.

Block Piecing Diagram
Join units to complete 1 block.

Place patterns facedown on appropriate fabric scraps; trace and cut out
each piece. Remove paper backing.
6. Place each piece on background
fabric in the order indicated on the
pattern pieces; fuse in place.
7. Satin-stitch around each shape using
a coordinating thread in the top of the
Backing

3/4" x 5 "

Batting

3/4" x 4 1/2 "

Machine Appliqué
1. Sew 3/4" x 4 1/2" border strips to two
opposite sides of the background fabric; press. Sew 3/4" x 5" border strips
to two remaining sides to form coaster top as shown in Figure 1; press.
2. Place coaster top right sides together with backing fabric; place a
batting square under backing fabric
as shown in Figure 2.
3. Sew around edge using a 1/4"
seam allowance; leave a 2" opening
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Block Piecing Diagram
Lay out pieces to complete 1 Fox & Geese block.
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Fox & Geese

A—Cut 6 assorted plaids & 10
background
B—Cut 2 dark plaid
G—Cut 4 background

Fox & Geese Coaster
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Figure 1
Sew border strips to background
square to form coaster top.

Wrong side of
coaster top

Figure 2
Place coaster top and backing right sides
together; place batting under backing.
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Hand Appliqué

Pieced
1. Prepare templates using pattern
pieces given. Cut pieces as indicated for each coaster. Cut border
strips, backing and batting pieces
as indicated for each coaster set.
2. Follow Block Piecing Diagrams for
each pieced coaster.
3. Sew 3/4" x 4 1/2" border strips to
two opposite sides of pieced coaster; press. Sew 3/4" x 5" border
strips to the two remaining sides to
form the coaster top as shown in
Figure 1; press.
4. Place coaster top right sides together with backing fabric; place a
batting square under backing fabric
as shown in Figure 2.
5. Sew around edge using a 1/4"
seam allowance; leave a 2" opening
on one side. Turn right side out;
hand-stitch opening closed.
6. Hand- or machine-quilt as desired.

3/4" x 5 "

3/4" x 4 1/2 "

1. Sew 3/4" x 4 1/2" border strips to
two opposite sides of background
fabric; press. Sew 3/4" x 5" border
strips to the two remaining sides to
form coaster top as shown in Figure
1; press.
2. Cut out each piece to be appliquéd
adding a 1/8" to 1/4" seam allowance. Turn under seam allowance after cutting.
3. Appliqué pieces in place on background fabric in the order shown on
pattern pieces.
4. Place coaster top right sides together with backing fabric; place a
batting square under backing fabric
as shown in Figure 2.
5. Sew around the edge using a 1/4"
seam allowance; leave a 2" opening
on one side. Turn right side out;
hand-stitch opening closed.
6. Hand- or machine-quilt as desired.

front. Place area 2 fabric right sides
together over area 1 fabric. Set machine for 14-18 stitches per inch.
Stitch on pattern back along the line
between areas 1 and 2 beginning
one stitch before line and ending
one stitch beyond line.
3. Trim seam allowance. Fold fabric 2
over area 2 on the pattern; press
seam open.
4. Continue to add pieces following the
numerical order and fabric colors on
pattern to complete each block section. Note: Some blocks are pieced
in sections. Sew block sections together to form completed block.
5. Trim to the outside of block seam allowance. Leave paper pattern intact.
6. Cut backing and batting pieces as
indicated for each coaster set.
7. Place pieced coaster top right sides
together with a backing piece; place
a batting piece under backing piece
as shown in Figure 2.
8. Sew around edge along sewing
line; leave a 2" opening on one side.
9. Remove paper pattern. Turn right
side out. Hand-stitch opening closed.
10. Hand- or machine-quilt as desired.

Figure 1
Sew border strips to background
square to form coaster top.
Backing
Batting

Wrong side of
coaster top

Figure 2
Place coaster top and backing right sides
together; place batting under backing.
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machine and thread to match the
coaster backing in the bobbin.

1. Copy or trace the full-size paperpiecing patterns for each coaster.
Note: Fabric pieces will be placed on
the front of the pattern; sewing will be
done on the back of the pattern. If
pattern lines are not visible on the
back, trace lines on the back also.
2. Cut a scrap of fabric at least 1/4"
larger on all sides than each area.
Place fabric over area 1 on pattern
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Paper-Pieced
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Note: These templates are used for
several coasters. Prepare templates
and use as needed and indicated with
patterns.
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